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INVENTORY MANAGEMENT MODULE
Lab inventory management allows you to keep track of stock levels across your lab during 
all inventory cycle stages to make sure that you never run out of needed materials or 
ingredients. On top of that, it prevents overstocking and understocking by analysing and 
forecasting demand based on ingredient consumption.
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MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT MODULE
Lab maintenance management allows you to manage and monitor routine maintenance 
activity of laboratory equipment. Ensure maintenance are conducted efficiently and 
without malfunctions, and avoid unnecessary repair expenses.
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DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT MODULE
An efficient laboratory document control system is essential for the lab to keep records of 
all processes in place and documents always up-to-date. Laboratories must have com-
plete control over their documents and protocols to ensure the quality standard of the 
organization.
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SAMPLE MANAGEMENT MODULE
Sample Tracking made up of the selection, collection, storage and retrieval of samples 
and their relevant data. Sample tracking helps laboratories know where samples are in 
the testing process. If additional tests are ordered, sample tracking allows the laboratory 
to rapidly identify the patient information and any previous testing carried out on the 
sample.
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